
T I M E  T O  G O  E X P L O R I N G  ! 
An atoll that isn’t dived by tourists.

A hidden mangrove lake.

A lagoon within a lagoon.

Un-documented cleaning stations.

Be a part of documening a new field-site with Earth CoLab!

10 - 17 APRIL 2022



M a l d i v e s  R E V I S I T E D
IN THE FIELD WITH EARTH COLAB
UMEED MISTRY  &  TASNEEM KHAN

https://www.instagram.com/earthcolab/?hl=en


What does the ocean mean to you? 
Does it take you beyond the initial thrill of indulging in a new sport, in 
an alien world, surrounded by fascinating life forms?

EARTH CoLab’s learning expeditions are designed to encourage diverse 
ways of viewing a space. Your dives, snorkelling, intertidal walks and 
time spent paddling will no longer be merely amazing experiences 
– they will become a portal to the marine multiverse. 

Understand the system at every scale – from a drop of sea water to 
the planetary processes that enable us to witness specific creatures in 
specific geographies.

Engage with the marine ecosystem through detailed observation, 
underwater photography and citizen science involvement, adding a 
new layer of appreciation and value to every foray. 

The practice of scuba itself is an ongoing learning process. Fine tune 
and perfect new aspects and interests in your personal learning 
journey with diving.

IN THE FIELD WITH EARTH COLAB



Water, the ocean, has defined these islands 
through history.

For thalassophiles like us, the Maldives presents 
some unique perspectives on people and their 
ocean. While being the smallest country in Asia, 
it is one of the most geographically dispersed 
countries in the world. Spread over 90,000 sq 
kms of the Indian Ocean, the country has only 
290 sq kms of land. 

At EarthCoLab we are always looking for new 
ways to immerse ourselves in wild spaces. This 
often means seeking out destinations that are 
off the beaten paths, and creating experiences 
that one cannot book on the internet.

The landmasses scattered across the Maldives 
are the tops of a submarine ridge which 
runs 960 kms North to South. Throughout 
history, this vertical dash of islands across the 
equatorial Indian Ocean have attracted traders, 
colonisers and migrants – human and non-
human, above and below the oceans surface. 

Why the Maldives?
Here, we have encountered everything from 
seagrass meadows in shallow lagoons to steep 
drop-offs patrolled by sharks and tuna. Different 
atolls and their islands offer different glimpses 
into the marine world, as well as the socio-
cultural relationships that people have fostered 
with this space over time. Some atolls have the 
most beautiful new coral reefs that defy the 
odds of el-nino induced coral bleaching. Others 
have plankton upwellings that attract large 
manta rays and whale sharks. Some islands are 
a testament to human enterprise and the rapidly 
changing nature of tourism in the Maldives. 
Others are still reminiscent of Maldivian life in 
the 80’s.

In exploring the length and breadth of this 
country upon the sea, some of its islands have 
stood out to us for the nature of the space and 
time that they offer. 

One of these islands is Goidhoo.

MALDIVES REVISITED



While our ocean explorations do involve diving 
and snorkelling on well-known reefs, experience 
has taught us that these islands are home to 
an extraordinary variety of marine plants and 
animals. And the people of the islands have played 
and worked in these ecosystems since they could 
walk. Enlisting their guidance, we seek out other 
things that expand our understanding of ocean 
systems. Snorkelling in a seagrass meadow and 
wading-walking-climbing amongst mangrove 
roots has revealed creatures and connections that 
have taken our breaths away. 

So while we snorkel with turtles and rays, we 
also peer at their varied food under microscopes. 
We seek out juvenile fish in the atoll’s lagoon 
to understand the adults that inhabit the outer 
reefs. We’ve found creatures in tidepools that tell 
us stories of an entire ocean.

To us, the Maldives is all of this and more.

What the Maldives is to us?





Tucked away in the unique Horsburgh atoll, 
Goidhoo, along with Fehendhoo and Fulhadhoo 
encircles a gorgeous atoll lagoon replete with 
immense seagrass meadows and coral stands. Tales 
of a king setting free his slaves and bequeathing this 
land to them are whispered as part of the island’s 
history. 

The village of approximately 800 inhabitants is 
small, quaint and occupies only a third of the islands 
landward space. The rest of it is a mix of forest and 
mangrove vegetation that is unique to a very small 
number of the 1192 islands across the country. 

While many of the islands in the Maldives retain a 
small part of their native forests, Goidhoo also has 
a large Rhizophora mangrove swamp surrounding 
a salt-water lake on the north-eastern edge of the 
island.
.
Administratively, Goidhoo falls under the Baa Atoll 
capital island of Eydhafushi. Parts of Baa include 
the UNESCO Wildlife Bioshpere Reserve and the 
famous Hanifaru bay.

THE REGION & SEASCAPE

Baa Atoll is situated just north of the Kashidhoo 
Kandhoo channel, which geographically divides 
the northern & southern atolls. It supports one 
of the largest groups of coral reefs in the 
Indian Ocean acting as a stepping stone for the 
transport of planktonic larvae of reef organisms 
from the western and eastern Indian Ocean. 
The reserve is home to a globally significant 
biodiversity among its numerous reefs, 
and demonstrates a long history of human 
interaction with the environment.

http://www.unesco.org/new/en/natural-sciences/environment/ecological-sciences/biosphere-reserves/asia-and-the-pacific/maldives/baa-atoll
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/natural-sciences/environment/ecological-sciences/biosphere-reserves/asia-and-the-pacific/maldives/baa-atoll


Your 8 days with us is a curated exploration from ridge to reef - uncovering the 
many streams and strands that connect land, water and life.

OUR IMMERSIVE JOURNEY
DAY 1: 

Arrival | Orientation

DAY 2:

Lagoon ecosystems | 

Connectivity | Mangrove 

nurseries

DAY 3:

Gohidoo Atol exploration 

DAY 4:

Outer reefs | Relationships 

on the reef

DAY 5:

Hanifaru Bay  | Nelivaru 

DAY 6:

Cleaning stations | 

Microcosms on the reef

DAY 7:

Sand bars | Lagoon within a 

lagoon 

DAY 8:

Departure

Swim & Island transect

1 Lagoon dive

Wading, Paddling

&  Exploring the lake

3 reef dives

& Creative documentation 

101

2 Dives

& diversity

Snorkelling 

Plankton collection & 

Microscopy

2 Dives

& shifting gaze from macro 

to micro

Sunrise Dive, 

Snorkelling 

& Ecosystem niches



ACCOMMODATIONGETTING HERE
The Olive Hotel on Goidhoo is located on the 
western side of the island, slightly removed 
from the township. The rooms look out over the 
west-facing lagoon and the south-facing gardens 
tended by the islanders. The edge of the lagoon 
lies less than 50 meters away from the hotel, and 
the west-facing beach is a beautiful sunset spot.
The rooms are large and spacious with large 
sliding balcony doors and windows that allow 
a lot of natural light in during the day. Each 
room has its own little balcony overlooking the 
surrounding landscape. The seclusion of the 
hotel and the general quietness of the island 
ensures a peaceful and private living experience. 
The rooftop terrace is a great spot for end-of-day 
discussions and star-gazing.

Getting to Goidhoo usually involves taking 
a speedboat ferry from the airport island of 
Hulhumale. The 1 hour 45 minute ride takes us 
northwest across the North Male atoll and then 
to the Goidhoo-Horsburgh atoll.

Our activities include short speedboat rides into 
the lagoon, or longer trips up north to Hanifaru 
and Nelivaru. In every instance, the boats we 
use are privately chartered and entirely at our 
disposal.



WHATS INCLUDED

NOT included / EXTRAS

• Inter island boat transfers
• Accommodation
• Buffet meals & refreshments
• A barbeque dinner
• Snorkelling gear
• 9 dives (with equipment)
• Use of kayaks / paddle boards
• Guided activities mentioned in the itinerary
• Covid19 test before departure from the islands

• Flights
• Travel & dive insurance
• Dive refresher courses
• Dive certifications
• Alcoholic beverages (applicable only on resort islands)
• Additional dives
• Room service / à la carte orders
• GST

GROUP SIZE: 10                                             
USD 2,000/- per pax

DATES: 10 - 17 APRIL 2022



YOUR HOSTS - UMEED MISTRY & TASNEEM KHAN

Umeed would trade anything for a set of gills…
Initially having explored the world of academics through Marine Biology, Umeed realised that his heart and 
mind were happier while submerged. He has spent the last 25 years scuba diving, teaching and furthering the 
spirit of biophilia through his area of expertise. Professionally teaching as a PADI staff instructor, Umeed now 
conducts specialised underwater photography courses designed to address both ecology and photography. 
His imagery ranges from fine art to scientific documentation – his practice draws one’s eye to aquatic systems 
and the detail within. Umeed has applied this combination of skills and interests across fields – with numerous 
popular publications, book and film contributions, exhibitions, educational material and in the setting up of a 
marine research dive facility on the Andaman Islands.

Tasneem will do anything to avoid wearing shoes…
She has spent the last 15 years facilitating interdisciplinary initiatives in the fields of ecology, conservation, 
education and science communication. Her formal training  in marine zoology and practice in the development 
of experiential learning pedagogies translated into eight years spent as director of the Andaman and Nicobar 
islands Environmental Team. Tasneem has managed operations for the Diva Andaman live-aboard in Thailand 
& set up the Vessel for Inquiry - leading dive expeditions and marine learning programs in the Phang Nga Bay, 
Mergui archipelago and Similan Islands. Her photography and writing are visible across scientific and popular 
publications, book contributions and in the development of learning materials. Beyond the scope of research 
and field education, she believes that learning and working across subject boundaries is fundamental. Sailing, 
diving, writing, image making and exploring are the binding factors in all her endeavours.




